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Abstract
An important requirement for pervasive computing applications is to inform their middleware about the resources
they need in order to perform their tasks. In this paper, we give our vision about the use of resource contracts
in pervasive systems. After giving a state of the art description about the SEESCOA architecture and the Quality
Objects framework, we propose the use of design and run-time contracts on the software components composing an
application. These contracts must be agreed upon by the middleware before the components can be deployed and
they must be monitored constantly during application execution. As an example case, we describe how bandwidth
contracts can be used in a concrete scenario.

1 Vision

The general idea behind pervasive computing is to make
the computing power disappear in the environment so
that it becomes invisible, but still always there whenever
needed. The applications are flexible in that they coop-
erate spontaneously across many (often embedded) de-
vices in order to help the user performing his task. Such
flexible and invisible computing capabilities, however,
shed a whole new light on the way software architec-
tures must be engineered. The challenge lies in com-
bining the vision of pervasive computing to build flex-
ible computing environments (applications and middle-
ware) with the restrictions of the host platforms that sup-
port the software architecture. An example scenario may
help to clarify the chalenges of this vision:

John is laying the last hand on his presentation at
home when he is suddenly reminded by his agenda that
he should leave to arrive in the office on time to present
the presentation. As he leaves, he takes his PDA1with
him to proceed working on his presentation on the train.

Considering John’s actions, the intelligent system au-
tomatically decides to transfer the presentation editing
application he was using to his PDA. Unfortunately, the
embedded device is not powerfull enough to handle the
entire application, so it decides to leave out certain op-
tional parts such as the spell checker and the drawing
components. In the train wagon, John’s PDA wirelessly
explores the environment (trains of the future will have a
liberal supply of computing power in the paintwork) and
it discovers available computing resources, so it decides
to reinitialize the previously removed parts of the appli-
cation on the available devices. From that moment on,
John is able again to use all features of the application.
As he arrives in the meeting room, his digital assistant
automatically discovers the projector he has at his ser-
vice and uses it to project his slides. John is happy, since
he did not have to worry about the availability of his ap-
plication during his trip, nor about the availability of the
data he was working on.

The application on John’s home computing system
was broken into fragments and only the parts that were



really required were transferred onto his PDA. During
his trip, the application is constantly tuned to fit the
available resources. Not only should we emphasize re-
source awareness, but also the single requirement that al-
lows flexible applications such as John’s presentation ed-
itor: a run-time fine-grained application structure. These
two requirements are in our vision the absolute key re-
quirements to enable pervasive ad hoc computing on em-
bedded devices. In short:

resource aware applications:given the embedded na-
ture of the hardware hosting the application, being
aware of the resource consumption of the applica-
tion is critical

fine-grained applications: as a consequence of these
small resources, run-time scalability is a must to
remove, re-initialize or relocate parts of the appli-
cation

In fact, it is not just the whole application that must be
resource aware. The resource awareness must be cou-
pled to each building block of the fine-grained appli-
cation. An application in a pervasive computing envi-
ronment should be composed of several small entities2,
which should be inherently aware of their resource con-
sumption. In such composition, the supporting middle-
ware has a detailed view over its applications and has
thus a strong basis to make resource allocation decisions.

The main conclusion of this introductory section is
that programmers need amethodologyat design time
that includesawareness of limited resourcesand main-
tains theflexibility to enable pervasive computing. Fur-
thermore, at run-time, appropriate resource aware mid-
dleware is needed to support the needs of intelligent per-
vasive applications. The on-going work in this paper
builds on the experience we obtained in the SEESCOA
project [1] where a design methodology was worked out
for reusable component-oriented software for embedded
systems. The development of software contracts as they
are presented in this paper, is part of the extension of
the SEESCOA methodology towards a methodolgy for
systems supporting pervasive computing.

Our paper is further organized as follows. In the next
section, we give a state of the art description of the
SEESCOA architecture and the Quality Objects frame-
work. Then we describe our view about resource con-
tracts for components, followed by a case on bandwidth
contracts. We conclude in the final section.

2 State of the art

In this state of the art description, we will address two
aspects that are required in our vision of future mid-
dleware for pervasive computing. The first is a com-
ponent oriented [2, 3] software architecture for support-
ing component-based applications. The architecture we
present is the SEESCOA architecture. The fact that
this architecture has deployed applications on embedded
platforms is especially interesting in the context of mo-
bile devices.

The second aspect is resource awareness. We dis-
cuss the Quality Objects (QuO) [4, 5, 6] framework of
BBN Technologies, which is at many points similar to
our contract-approach for dealing with resource aware-
ness.

2.1 The SEESCOA architecture

The SEESCOA3project developed a reusable software
engineering technique for embedded software using a
component-oriented approach. The following sections
will briefly present the methodology and the run-time
environment.

2.1.1 The methodology

The SEESCOA modelling methodology offers the fol-
lowing concepts to construct an embedded application:
components, ports, port specifications, connectors and
port contracts. The CCOM [1] development tool offers
full-fledged support for these concepts in order to en-
hance the development process. The following overview
describes the concepts:

components: are the entities composing the applica-
tion. There are component blueprints, which are
the design-time entities and there are component
instances. The latter are instantiated at run-time
and perform a certain subtask of the application.
Components are isolated from each other, and their
only way to communicate is via their port in-
tances. Thanks to these properties, they are highly
reusable.

ports: are design time entities which are used as an
entry point to a component. They hold the inter-
faces to the component they belong to. SEESCOA



defines two types of ports: single ports and multi
ports. Single ports can only accept one connector,
while multi ports can have multiple connectors at-
tached.

port specifications: are attached to a port and they de-
scribe the specification of the port at four levels (see
below).

connectors: are the wires between ports and as such de-
fine which ports can talk to one another. The phys-
ical realization of this wire is implemented by the
run-time, offering a powerful abstraction at design
time from the physical connection. Of course, ports
can only be connected if their port specifications
match.

port contracts: are attached to ports. They offer a way
to represent design-time QoS specifications at run-
time. The run-time system can use them to check
and monitor the validity of the QoS requirements.

component contracts: are attached to components.
They are analogous to port contracts, but they de-
fine QoS specifications that concern the component
as a whole (such as the component’s memory foot-
print).

Using these concepts, a developer is able to construct
an application by creating an instance model of his com-
ponents blueprints and wiring them together by means of
connectors. The CCOM tool helps the software engineer
completing the specification and the contracts correctly,
automatically checking the compatibility on both sides
of a connector by using message sequence charts.

We want to stress the utmost importance of the speci-
fication in SEESCOA since it embodies the run-time re-
liability and flexibility of the whole application. That is
why we include four levels of specification in each port.
These are:

Syntactic level: describes the message’s signatures.
These consist of the message name and its param-
eters. In SEESCOA, messages are always asyn-
chronous and thus the signatures never have a re-
turn type.

Semantic level: describes the invariants and the pre-
and postconditions

Synchronization level: describes the sequence of the
messages between two ports in a Message Se-
quence Chart (MSC).

Figure 1: A port specification example

Figure 2: The run-time system

QoS level: defines all sorts of non-functional properties
related to the interaction (such as timing, reliabil-
ity, resource consumption). Currently these proper-
ties are limited to timing constraints attached to the
messages in the MSC [7, 8].

As can be noticed, these levels extend the two tra-
ditional levels of specification of the object-oriented
designs paradigm with a synchronization and a QoS
level. A port specification example is given in figure 1.
The synchronization specification shows an initialStart-
SendingKeyStrokesRatemessage sent from component
THIS to componentOTHER, followed by a sequence
of KeyStrokeRatemessages in the oposite direction and
finally a StopSendingKeyStrokeRatesmessage finishing
the interaction. The QoS specification, on the other
hand, shows a periodicity timing constraint.



2.1.2 The run-time environment

The SEESCOA executing environment (middleware) is
able to load, instantiate and link components in order
to establish a run-time reflection of an instance model.
The run-time also handles the communication between
components allowing each component to be indepen-
dent of any other component. This idea of late bind-
ing allows techniques such as re-wiring components or
inserting monitors at run-time. Since two components
do not know whether they are connected, the run-time
system may implement any kind of physical wire be-
tween the two. Figure 2 illustrates this idea. The two
blocks at the bottom each represent a run-time systems
on different hosts which are connected to each other by
some network. The first run-time system hosts a com-
ponent which is connected to a component on the other
system. When the application engineer was designing
the application, he just had to define in the CCOM tool
that the two components must be connected. The result
is a middleware environment that offers flexibility to the
application, though it remains hidden for the application
developer.

2.2 Quality Objects

The goal of the Quality Objects (QuO) project is to cre-
ate applications that adapt to different Quality of Ser-
vices offered by the underlying resources. The frame-
work provides several layers of tools for creating adap-
tive distributed applications using the CORBA develop-
ment process of code generators and runtime support
libraries. The goal is to make distributed applications
more robust, to enhance control over how applications
adapt and to support reuse of adaptive mechanisms.

In a distributed environment, the available informa-
tion about resource availability is spread over multiple
places. Therefore, enhanced control over application
adaptation is realized by organizing and moving the in-
formation that helps the adaptation decision process to-
wards the parties that have to make decisions. The idea
of contracts between client-object connections is used
to let them agree on the QoS parameters that will hold
during their interaction. The QoS designer of the appli-
cation uses a QuO description language (QDL) to spec-
ify how the application will adapt to changes in resource
availability. Based on this description, code generators
generate the code that is linked with the client code,
CORBA stubs and skeletons and a QuO kernel. The re-
sulting code implements the following components:

Contract objects: these record the state of the QoS in
the system and trigger adaptive behavior when the
QoS changes.

Delegates:are placeholders for the remote object. They
provide identical interfaces towards the client. This
delegate intercepts all method calls and checks the
current system condition in the QuO kernel with the
available contracts. The delegate may choose to
take certain (programmer-defined) actions accord-
ing to the result of QoS check.

System condition objects: these objects measure cer-
tain system conditions and they trigger contract
evaluation when the values they are monitoring
change.

The description of QuO contracts, however, is not an
easy job for an application designer. The designer has to
describe all the feasible QoS states of the client-object
interaction and every transition between these states.
Such state transition triggers appropriate actions that in-
fluence the application behaviour according to the new
QoS state. Basically, this is how this framework mod-
els application adaptation based on resource awareness.
The QuO term for these QoS states areregions, which
are defined by predicates on the values of system con-
dition objects. Within such QoS region, the application
can keep steady guarantees about its performance. A
QuO contract is usually composed of nested regions.

The QuO Description Language (QDL) consists of a
Contract Description Language (CDL), a Structure De-
scription Language (SDL) and a Resource Description
Language (RDL). CDL is used to describe contracts be-
tween clients and objects. SDL describes the internal
structure of remote objects’ implementations, such as
implementation alternatives and the adaptive behavior of
object delegates. RDL describes the resources available
in the system and their status. The combination of these
languages must be used by the application programmer
to describe resource-aware applications. This descrip-
tion can then be used to partly generate some code (such
as delegates).

Although we do not have space here to describe QuO
in more detail, we have mentioned the main idea of deal-
ing with resource contracts within this framework. It is
clear that working with it involves much effort of the
application programmer to describe how the application
should adapt to changes in resource availability.

The question is if we could not describe the QoS-
dependencies of an application in a way that we do not
have to describe the application adaptation ourselves?
Could we not just partition our application, describe the



QoS requirements of each partition, and let the middle-
ware decide how to make the application work?

3 Contracts for components

In our view, the symbiosis of components as building
blocks for applications and QoS contracts will result in
a software architecture that is extremely suited for en-
abling flexible pervasive computing solutions. Quality
Objects focus their adaptive behaviour on client-object
remote invocations, while we do not want to make de-
cisions about the distribution of components at design
time. The run-time middleware should be able to relo-
cate some components of an application according to the
current resource availability. In order to do so, we pro-
pose the use of contracts for guaranteeing QoS in the
entire system. The constructs needed to support con-
tracts are built inside the middleware system (e.g. the
SEESCOA middleware). The loose coupling between
SEESCOA components is therefore extremely welcome
to realize this view.

Easy for designers.The contracts we propose, however,
are kept as simple as possible and in terms of parameters
that are relevant to application designers. Contracts are
attached to either a component or a component port and
they must contain resource needs of the component/port
through parameter descriptions.

Multiple contracts. Unfortunately, one version of a
contract is often not enough. Some contracts are plat-
form dependent. Platform dependent in the sense that
they indirectly depend on certain resources. The band-
width used between two connected ports, for example,
is dependent of the speed at which the messages are pro-
duced, which is often (not always) dependent of the CPU
speed of the hosting hardware. Therefore, a bandwidth
contract for one hardware platform will possibly not
hold on a faster or a slower hardware platform. Hence, a
designer should include different versions of a contracts
for several platform performance types. In the system
we propose, negotiations between components and the
middleware must be able to select an appropriate con-
tract at run-time.

Fallback mechanism. Whenever a contract agreement
can not be established for an application on some host,
the middleware will try to distribute parts of the appli-
cation in the environment in a way that improves the
chance of getting the contracts accepted. Relocation of-
ten solves contract problems. For example, when the

system has not enough memory available to load certain
components, it can look in its environments for hosts that
have more memory available. When this remote hosts
is willing to accept the component, a solution may be
nearby. If, after relocation, all contracts are accepted,
the application can continue to perform its tasks. Of
course, relocation means an increase in bandwidth us-
age, and the tradeoff must be balanced by the middle-
ware. Another option could be removing optional com-
ponents from the applications to release resources that
can be used by more critical components. Should the
middleware not find a solution, a callback mechanism
towards the application is activated. In order to pro-
vide this callback mechanism, each application should
have an application manager component. This compo-
nent will be notified whenever the middleware does not
succeed in establishing an agreement on a contract of
one of its components. Then the application must de-
cide what to do. User interaction and dropping optional
components is a possibility. At this stage, we have not
yet measured the space and time overhead of our con-
tracts and negotiating code, but work on this matter is in
progress.

4 Bandwidth contracts

Bandwidth contracts are the most important resource
contracts for setting up a distributed application dynam-
ically. They describe the communication behaviour of
the components that interact with each other across a
network. Based on this behaviour description, the run-
time system should be able to cope with the limited
throughput of the physical connection between the de-
vices hosting the components.

Although there are a lot of networking solutions avail-
able, we only focus onto those systems that offer ser-
vices on local networks (LAN, WLAN or even PAN net-
works). In our view, there is no need to distribute a sin-
gle application across remote networks since this only
loosens our grasp on the reliability of the application.
We limit the working environment of our component-
based applications to local and ad hoc networks, which
usually have only one physical network layer between
the hosts. Components that need to go further have to
use standard protocols (such as http, ftp, ssh), which
are considered unreliable and have an unspecified band-
width.



4.1 Bandwidth representation

Technology independent. The design-time represen-
tation of a bandwidth contract will probably not match
with the most obvious bandwidth consumption descrip-
tion at the physical communication layer. The reason
is the various implementations of different physical lay-
ers. For example, an obvious bandwidth description over
Bluetooth may be the average number of time slots used
to send a message, while these properties could be rep-
resented with an average number of packages needed
to transmit the message over an ethernet (IEEE 802.3)
link. Therefore, we must formalize the bandwidth be-
haviour in terms of technology-independent parameters.
It is then the task of our run-time system to transform
the bandwidth contracts into physical layer-dependent
QoS specifications, since the physical layer should not
be known at design time.

Level of detail. Another representation issue is the level
of detail contained in a bandwidth contract. It is not pos-
sible to include a function of the exact bandwidth over
time, nor is it manageable for the designer to express
bandwidth behaviour in terms of complex dependencies
between application details. Since there is a clear trade-
off between expressiveness and manageability of band-
width contracts, we believe a solution in between must
be chosen. We believe that statistical expressions on
meaningful parameters, such as the average bits per sec-
ond, offer this solution. Although the number of bits per
second looks a good description of bandwidth at first
sight, it is not really a term designers think of. Our
SEESCOA architecture sends messages between com-
ponents. So, the size of these messages and the rate at
which they are sent are more obvious for a designer to
express. Figure 3 shows the relation between bandwidth,
transmit time, message size (MS) and interval time be-
tween consecutive messages (ITBM). The message size
can be seen as the product of the bandwidth with the
transmission time. The interval time between messages
is defined as the time between the beginning of the trans-
mission of two consecutive messages. So, if the system
knows the available bandwidth, it can calculate the fea-
sibility of the contract based on the given message size
and the given interval time. The time needed to transfer
messages and the reliability of delivery is not taken into
account in these bandwidth contracts. The reason is that
we use timing and reliability contracts for these proper-
ties. Our bandwidth contracts mainly focus on the feasi-
bility of the throughput in the physical channel between
two ports.

Outgoing vs incoming. Each port has an outgoing and
an incoming bandwidth specification. These specifica-
tions must match in both directions when two ports want
to get connected (either at design time or at run-time).
We define the outgoing bandwidth flow specification as
follows (variables a to x must be filled in into the con-
tract):

avg ITBM = a avg MS = g (1)

avg ITBM acc = b avg MS acc = h (2)

var ITBM = c var MS = i (3)

var ITBM acc = d var MS acc = j (4)

max ITBM = e max MS = k (5)

min ITBM = f min MS = l (6)

Whereavg stands for average,var for variance,max
andmin for maximum and minimum, andacc for accu-
racy. The accuracy is defined as the allowed distance
between the process value and the target value.

This contract includes six statistical statements about
the interval time between messages and six statistical
statements about the message size. (1) and (3) define
the average and the variance of the ITBM and the MS
respectively. These parameters should be defined as ac-
curate as possible by the designer. Their accuracy must
be specified as well (see (2) and (4)) in order to make a
component’s behaviour as predictable as possible to the
run-time system. A large accuracy means that the de-
signer does not really know the real value of the param-
eter. In order to cope with large variances (for example
a component that forwards input from a keyboard), the
maximum and minimum values are given in the contract
as well, see (5) and (6). This way, a combination of an
accurate average ITBM, a large variance ITBM and a
limited maximum (e.g.max = avg +

√
var + δ, with δ

small) still contains usefull information for the run-time
system.

In contrast to an outgoing flow contract, which de-
scribes the outgoing bandwidth behaviour of a port,
an incoming flow contract defines a port’s bandwidth
behaviour expectations towards a candidate connection
with another port. In other words, it describes what
bandwidth behaviour it is willing to accept. That is why
we prefer to use a different notation to specify this part
of te contract. It goes as follows:

max ITBM < m max MS < s (7)

n < min ITBM t < min MS (8)

o < avg ITBM < p u < avg MS < v (9)

q < var ITBM < r w < var MS < x (10)



Figure 3: Message timing

This part of the contract defines the upper bound of
the maximum of the ITBM and MS and the lower bound
of the minimum of the ITBM and MS, see (7), (8). Fur-
thermore, the range is defined for the average ITBM and
MS and the variance of the ITBM and MS, see (9), (10).

4.2 Connection setup and negotiation

When an attempt is made to set up a connection with
limited throughput, such as a wireless Bluetooth con-
nection, a bandwidth contract negotiation is started. The
two parties have to agree on the contracts they want to
use. Each party will select a preferred contract and ex-
change it with the other side. When the outgoing flow
behaviour matches the incoming requirements on both
sides, the two contracts are melted to one connection
contract. Then the system has to judge the feasibility
of the connection contract by the bandwidth it has avail-
able. If the system declines it, the two ports have to
present another solution in a second negotiation step.
These steps are repeated until the ports come up with
a solution the system can agree with, possibly increas-
ing the overhead time of the algorithm. Two fallback
methods are possible in the case no contract could be
established. First, the system can decide to redistribute
the application in a way that shifts the connectors of the
application to a feasible solution. Connectors that were
local can become remote and vice versa when compo-
nents are relocated from one rum-time system to another
(see example in section 4.3). A second fallback method
is to notify the application manager. It is then up to the
application to decide what to do. One action could be to
let the user decide, another could be to rearrange the ap-
plication such as dropping optional components, looking
for other hosts in the environment, etc..

4.3 An example

Remember the example of John working on his presen-
tation at the beginning of this paper. When he enters the
meeting room, his digital assistant automatically discov-
ers the projector and theSlideInterpretercomponent of
his presentation application tries to connect to theSlide-

Figure 4: Projector example: SlideInterpreter connected
with SlideVisualizer

Visualizercomponent of the projector, as shown in fig-
ure 4. Unfortunately, there seems to be not enough band-
width available on the Bluetooth link between his PDA
and the projector to transmit the slide images from the
interpreter to the visualizer, from theslideImageOutput
port to theslideImageInputport. Indeed, the interpreter
produces at fifteen frames per second compressed hi-
resolution images, which have a size of about six hun-
dred kilobytes on average. Although the visualizer and
the interpreter agree on their contract, the system does
not due to the limitation of its bandwidth resources. For-
tunately, the system is able to perform an automatic opti-
mization. It realizes that the interpreter component has a
low bandwidth contract on its input port. Indeed, reading
the description file for the presentation does not require
a large bandwidth, while generating the images that have
to be projected on the screen does. Therefore, the sys-
tem decides to relocate the interpreter component to the
run-time system on the projector hardware. The contract
agreement now does get accepted by the system, needing
to send only one fifty kilobyte message each two seconds
on average. The interpreter component and the visual-
izer component now communicate at full speed, almost
without limitations. The outgoing bandwidth contract
for theslideImageOutputport is (the metric is expressed
in milliseconds for ITBM and in kilobytes for MS):

avg ITBM = 66.7 avg MS = 600
avg ITBM acc = 5 avg MS acc = 17

var ITBM = 11 var MS = 134
var ITBM acc = 3 var MS acc = 15
max ITBM = 143 max MS = 860
min ITBM = 39 min MS = 400



The outgoing bandwidth contract for theslid-
eDescriptionport, on the other hand, is (same metric):

avg ITBM = 2000 avg MS = 50
avg ITBM acc = 100 avg MS acc = 5

var ITBM = 450 var MS = 15
var ITBM acc = 10 var MS acc = 3
max ITBM = 15000 max MS = 85

min ITBM = 500 min MS = 10

It is obvious that the second contract is a better can-
didate for a low-bandwidth transmission than the first
contract. The middleware deals with this problem by
executing a component relocation step, so that the high-
bandwidth connection is moved from a wireless trans-
mission to a local transmission (exchanging messages
as local variables).

In general, making the architecture more appropri-
ate for ad hoc systems involves letting the middleware
decide how to distribute the application into its envi-
ronment. A possible basis to formulate such decisions
might be resource availability: “Allocate components
to the most appropriate host, judging by the match be-
tween resource consumption and resource availability”.
The terms ’Cyber foraging’ [9] and ’resource harvest-
ing’ are generally used to denote this search and al-
location of distributed resources. Application reloca-
tion is a technique to implement it. When a device is
no match for a certian application, it can still handle
it through the use of resource harvesting. Once avail-
able resources are found in the vicinity, the application
is split and parts are relocated onto the resource-rich de-
vices in the environment. Intra-application communica-
ton (inter-component communication) now goes via the
wireless connection between the devices.

5 Concluding remarks

There is no doubt that resource-awareness is an impor-
tant requirement for pervasive computing, but design-
ing a designer-friendly solution for implementing this
requirement is not an easy task. The Quality Objects
framework seems to be putting the implementation bur-
den on the side of the application designer. We believe,
however, that this task should be made more straight-
forward for the application designer by shifting resource
allocation and application adaptation strategies towards
the middleware. The difficulty, however, is to find al-
gorithms that find realistic adaptation strategies without

sacrificing the availability of the application by . We
conclude that the fine-grained structure of the applica-
tion is really required to build flexible applications that
suport the dynamic resource management techniques as
proposed in this paper.
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